MEMORANDUM

September 26, 2015

To: Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade Democratic Members and Staff

Fr: Committee on Energy and Commerce Democratic Staff


On Tuesday, September 29, 2015, at 10:15 a.m. in room 2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade will hold a hearing titled “The Disrupter Series: How the Sharing Economy Creates Jobs, Benefits Consumers, and Raises Policy Questions.”

I. BACKGROUND

The “sharing economy” typically describes online platforms (i.e., websites and mobile applications) that allow buyers and sellers to communicate and exchange goods and services directly.1 The modern sharing economy encompasses markets as diverse as transportation, rental accommodations, pet sitting, chore and task completion, and grocery delivery.2 Some argue that

---


the term “peer-to-peer economy” or “on demand economy” more appropriately describes the market because goods and services are bought and sold, not shared or loaned.3

The growth of today’s sharing economy has been attributed to a combination of the increase in Internet access and the growing ubiquity of smartphones and mobile applications.4 Some also tie the growth of the sharing economy to the recent economic crisis, which led workers to seek new means of generating income outside of traditional employment.5

The nebulous definition of sharing economy makes it difficult to gauge its exact size.6 One recent study estimates that the five largest industries in the sharing economy (transportation, housing, entertainment streaming, staffing, and finance) together generated global revenues of $15 billion in 2014 and could rise to $335 billion by 2025.7 Another study estimates that the market for peer-to-peer rentals alone is worth $26 billion.8

II. ISSUES AFFECTING SHARING ECONOMY PARTICIPANTS

A. Competition

As the sharing economy develops, we are seeing increased competition in several industry sectors. Some have argued that this increased competition has helped spur incumbent

---


companies to improve their products, services, and practices.\(^9\) Taxi services in Chicago and New York have seen a decrease in consumer complaints as Uber has become more popular in those cities.\(^{10}\)

**B. Regulation Disparity**

The emergence of sharing economy companies presents significant regulatory challenges. Sharing economy companies and their supporters argue that these companies have built-in controls, such as customer ratings and reviews and identity verification, that protect consumers by building trust, which reduces the need for the same level of government oversight required in typical customer-to-business transactions.\(^{11}\) Indeed, it has been asserted that government intervention will stifle innovation.\(^{12}\) But others point out that user-generated reviews and ratings do not always reliably represent the quality of a transaction or service, and therefore, are insufficient to protect consumers.\(^{13}\)

Incumbent industries that compete with sharing economy businesses, such as taxis and hotels, contend that sharing economy platforms should be required to comply with existing legal obligations imposed on the incumbent industries, including local licensing, tax, and zoning requirements.\(^{14}\) Some who oppose broad government intervention in the sharing economy have begun calling for a federal role in setting national standards and attempting to even the playing field between sharing platforms and incumbents.\(^{15}\)


\(^{10}\) Id.


Regulations at the state and local levels for sharing economy industries vary widely in both type and degree.16 Many state and local governments are struggling to resolve issues of jurisdiction, including which regulatory bodies should enforce safety, liability, and insurance requirements for sharing platforms.17

Insurance requirements can be particularly difficult to resolve within the context of the sharing economy. Because participants in the sharing economy are often required to use their own property, rather than company-supplied property, some traditional insurance models may no longer be sufficient.18 Questions still remain regarding which sharing economy services should require insurance and whether the company or the individual supplier is responsible for maintaining that insurance.19

C. Labor and Employment

As the sharing economy expands, there is growing debate over the classification of workers as independent contractors rather than employees.20 Employees are legally entitled to certain rights and workplace protections, including a minimum wage, compensation for work-related expenses, and overtime pay.21 Many businesses in the sharing economy argue that they are technology platforms that allow transactions between individuals to occur, and therefore, the workers are users or independent contractors, not employees.22 Sharing economy workers have

---


19 See note 4; *California Forces Uber and Its Rivals to Bolster Insurance*, Wired (July 1, 2015) (online at www.wired.com/2015/07/california-forces-uber-rivals-bolster-insurance/).


begun to challenge their legal classification as independent contractors through courts and various state administrative agencies.\(^{23}\)

Concerns have also been raised regarding some sharing economy firms’ recruitment tactics. Sharing economy businesses often emphasize the income and flexibility their services can offer, which attracts workers.\(^{24}\) However, a worker’s income in the sharing economy can vary substantially based on consumer demand and other factors outside of the worker’s control, such as pricing and discounts set by the platforms.\(^{25}\) Some workers claim they cannot realistically earn as much as the companies’ advertisements suggest.\(^{26}\)

**D. Consumer Privacy and Data Security**

Sharing economy businesses may store consumers’ personal information for a number of reasons, including to verify the identity of buyers and sellers, to process credit card transactions, or to analyze the data to improve services.\(^{27}\) In addition, because sharing economy applications depend on knowing an individual’s location, sharing economy firms may have access to users’ location and travel routines.\(^{28}\) In May 2015, Uber, a mobile application for ride-hailing, introduced a new privacy policy that allows the company to access users’ contacts, requests permission to track a rider’s location, even when the application is not open, and gives Uber the right to provide user data to third parties.\(^{29}\)

---


\(^{24}\) See note 2.


As with other technology companies, the value of personal data collected by sharing economy platforms raises questions about the ownership of data in the event of a bankruptcy or merger, and whether companies may share personal information with third parties, or use the data for other commercial purposes.\textsuperscript{30} The vast amount of personal information collected also makes sharing economy businesses targets for hacking.\textsuperscript{31}
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